This paper investigates the problem of seeking minimum of API (Auxiliary Performance Index) in parameters of Data Model instead of parameters of Adaptive Filter in order to avoid the phenomenon of over parameterization. This problem was stated by Semushin in [2] . The solution to the problem can be considered as the development of API approach to parameter identification in stochastic dynamic systems.
Introduction
The recent papers [1, 2] gave a survey of the field of adaptation in stochastic systems as it has developed over the last four decades. The author's research in this field was summarized and a novel solution for fitting an adaptive model in state space (instead of response space) was given.
In this paper, we further develop the Active Principle of Adaptation for linear time-invariant state-space stochastic MIMO filter systems included into the feedback or considered independently.
We solve the problem of seeking minimum of Auxiliary Performance Index (API) in parameters of Data Source Model (DSM) instead of parameters of Adaptive Filter (AF) in order to avoid difficulties known as Phenomenon of Over Parameterization (PhOP). The PhOP means that the number of parameters to be adjusted in AF is usually much greater than that in DSM. The solution of this problem will enable identification in the space of lower dimension and at the same time provide estimates of the given system state vector according to Original Performance Index (OPI). We verify the obtained theoretical results by two numerical simulation examples. . Hence
Parameterized Data Models
where  is the compact subset of . A given physical data model (PhDM) is described by the following equations:
,
where  Z denotes nonnegative integers, strictly positive integers, and all integers.
(2) is assumed to be acting between adjacent switches as long as it is sufficient for accepting as correct the basic theoretical statement (BTS) that all processes related to the is orthogonal [3] to and , the zero-mean mutually orthogonal wide-sense stationary orthogonal sequences 
constitute the experimental condition (cf. Ljung [4] ). X By assumption, is generated by the completely observable PhDM (2), so we can move from the physical state variables in (2) to another
of the standard observable data model (SODM) (cf. Semushin [2] ).
For convenience in the below we shall omit the subscript  for all the matrices describing PhDM or SODM.
Parameterized Innovations
As before, the above data model of a time-invariant data source will be referred to as the conventional model, no matter whether it is PhDM (2) or SODM (5 
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Concurrently, another form   
with the initial 0 0 0 x x  , which is equivalent to (6), can be used where t t x is the optimal "filtered" estimator for t x based on experimental condition (4). When X  ranges (or switches) over  as in (1), we obtain the set of Kalman filters
We consider the mean-square criterion
defined for a one-step predictor 
Uncertainty Parameterization
In contrast to our previous work [2] , we do not consider the four levels of uncertainty. Assume that system (2) (and also the SODM (5)) is parameterized by an lcomponent vector  of unknown system parameters, which needs to be identified. This means that the entries of the matrices
However, for the sake of simplicity we will supress the corresponding notations below, i.e. instead of
. We make the same assumptions about the SODM. 
Here we emphasize the fact that we construct adaptive models in the same class as belongs to with the only difference that the unknown parameter 
Parameterized Adaptive Models
Reasoning from (6), (9), we set the adaptive model
or equivalently (due to ) the model
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as a member of (12). Here A is the self-tuned parameter intended to estimate (in one-to-one corresponddence) parameter θ. In parallel, reasoning from
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where H  does not depend on  . Matrices ( -(  usi  17) ) is supposed to contain a PIA to e prospect of convergence. For convergence in parameter space, we anticipate almost surely (a. s.) convergence, as it is the case for MPE identification methods [3, 4] . It actuates either or both of the two other types of convergence. The type of convergence in state space, as well as in response space, is induced by the type of Proximity Criterion, PC (cf. [2] , Figures 1-3) . As seen from (11), we are oriented to the PC, which is quadratic in error; this being so, it would appear reasonable that these convergences would be in mean square (m. s.). Thus we anticipate the following properties of our estimators: 
6.
nd order open-loop system with unknown tially (an order of magnitude or more) reduced thus helping avoid the difficulties of PhOP.  API gradient is calculated easily-with struction of sensitivity model of adaptive filter.  It can be implemented in the case of non-stationary systems, which is critical, for example, navigation data. Thus, the proposed variant of API method is a thanks to the solution of its important tasks:
1) Numerical construction of API, which has the same minimizing argument that the
2) The numerical minimization of the API by conventional optimization methods such as New ethod, and
3) The combination of parameter iden stem with the process of adaptive estimation of its states. 
